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Ethnic Chinese’s economic activity in the world developed vigorously in postwar, 
which is paid attention to by scholars，and the same phenomenon in Southeast especially its 
important status and active influences is paid more attention to. Studies on overseas 
Chinese’s economic activity by China’s scholars didn’t develop until 1980S, but most study 
on macro level, little on micro level, meanwhile, view points between domestic scholars and 
foreign scholars are different frequently. To discuss the hot issues of postwar economic 
development of Chinese Overseas, the dissertation chooses Chinese business in Thailand as 
study object. 
The dissertation is about the history of Chinese business in Thailand in postwar, and 
puts emphasis on the changes of capital accumulation, which includes the following four 
aspects. First, the rises and changes of Chinese business’ banking capital, industrial capital, 
agrarian capital, real property capital, and high tech capital in Thailand in postwar. Second,  
the causes of formation and development of all kinds of capital of Chinese business in 
Thailand. Third, the changes of accumulation models of all kinds of capital of Chinese 
business in Thailand . Fourth, the summaries of the basic models for capital accumulation of 
Chinese business in Thailand , by perspectiving the history of capital accumulation and 
comparing to existent studies. 
The academic and practical significances of the dissertation are the following. First, 
the deep and complete discussion of the development of Chinese business in Thailand will  
provide its specific and systemic development clue, and contribute to the study of economic 
activity of overseas Chinese in microcosmic study. Second, The studies on the course and 
rules of capital accumulation of Chinese business in Thailand, will contribute to the policy 
on economy and Chinese overseas because of the important status of Chinese business in 
Thailand.Third,the basic datum to the economic cooperations between China and Thailand, 
which is offered in the dissertation, will conduce to understanding the meaning of “ Chinese 
and Thai are from one family” on country and race double views, and will help grasp the track 
and direction of Sino-Thai relations.Fourth, the successful capital accumulation models of 
Chinese business in Thailand may be used for reference by the policy makers and Chinese 
business in other countries of Southeast Asia. 
Innovation is life of science. The innovations of the dissertation include the 













in Thailand by the numbers. Second, the methods of history, economics, politics and 
sociology to explain the changes of capital accumulation of Chinese business in Thailand, 
which is applied synthetically . Third, the study of history of Chinese business from visual 
angle of capital accumulation, which is framed on the base of capital formes . Fourth, the 
coming out with some original views, for example, the capital of Chinese business in 
Thailand is always the national capital of Thailand; Re-explanations of the dependent 
character of Chinese capitalism and argument of that the model of capital accumulation of 
Chinese in Thailand should be a dependent development style one from the visual angle of 
productivity; Re-explanations of the politico-corporate style, companion style, relationship 
style and pariah style of Chinese capitalism and claim of that the model of capital 
accumulation of Chinese in Thailand should be a high syncretization style one from the 
visual angle of production relation; And the economic nationalism of Thailand implies to 
some extent that the assimilated Chinese strive with unassimilated ones. 
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